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Our Current Experts on Wisdom Have Published Books and Essays Trying to
Explain Wisdom and Yet Wisdom Remains as Fuzzy as Ever!!
Wisdom is crystal clear in one sentence from religion, philosophy, government
and science respectively.
a) ’Wisdom is an innate property of the pious/good self; where ignorance is the innate
property of the evil self' from the Scriptures.
b) 'Wisdom creates good people and ignorance creates bad people', from philosophy.
c) 'Wisdom creates responsible citizens and ignorance creates criminals', from
governments.
d) 'Wisdom is a product of an emotionally healthy brain and ignorance is a product of an
emotionally challenged brain', from science.
It is the scriptures that are clearly defining wisdom through several hints. Philosophy
and governments went off track and to this day have a fuzzy idea about wisdom. The
latest science has now caught up with the scriptures. Some quarters in science have
started describing wisdom as emotional intelligence, which springs from an emotionally
healthy brain.
For religion it is the pious self and for science it is the emotionally healthy self. Both are
defining wisdom as a product of a physically good/pious/emotionally-healthy self.
Wisdom boils down to an emotional baggage free brain! Creating wisdom is creating
emotionally healthy brains!
Religion was the first to recognize the importance of wisdom to the extent that God is
saying that He does not have Wisdom; God is Wisdom. He is also saying that man must
stay away from trying to understand godly matters. God wants man to trust God and
follow His Teachings. As man is made in the image of God, man too has to be wisdom.
Thus wisdom education is not about having the knowledge of wisdom, it is about
becoming wisdom. Our wisdom sages throughout history have ignored this insight from
the scriptures and are obsessed with trying to figure out and teach wisdom. Thus our
sages want to give man the knowledge of wisdom.
Having the knowledge of wisdom and being wisdom are two different realities. Wise
mothers do not need to be experts on wisdom to raise a wise child; they need to be
experts of making their child into becoming wise. Uneducated in the knowledge of

wisdom, mothers are able to create effortless wisdom in their children. Wise mothers
are successful wisdom creators! Our wisdom sages are still struggling to define wisdom
and make men wise. Our wisdom sages need to learn from our wise mothers how to
create a wise society.
The scriptures are very loud and clear on staying away from the knowledge tree when it
comes to understanding the knowledge of good and evil. Ever since Adam ate the
knowledge apple man is trapped in trying to figure out wisdom, without final clarity. The
world remains far from the goal of a wise society. In the meantime wise mothers are
raising wise children without any knowledge of wisdom.
Wisdom education is like farming. A good farmer does not need to know how the seed
becomes a tree. He just needs to know good farming principles to create a bumper
crop. Our wisdom sages mostly ignore the farming and are obsessed with figuring out
the knowledge of how the seed becomes a tree.
Only when our wisdom sages wake up to the fact that it is clear from the scriptures and
from the latest science that wisdom education is about becoming wisdom and not about
having the knowledge of wisdom will real wisdom transformation begin. It is clear from
the scriptures and science that wisdom comes from a pious/good/emotionally-healthy
self and is blocked by an evil/emotionally-challenged self. Translating the good and evil
of religion into the good and evil of the latest science; it is clear that good is emotional
health and evil is emotional sickness. As good is wisdom, emotional health is wisdom
and emotional sickness is ignorance. Thus wisdom education is brain therapy that takes
an emotionally challenged brain and heals it into an emotionally healthy brain.
Our ancient sages of philosophy concluded that the ills of society are caused by the lack
of wisdom. So they focused on figuring out wisdom. They kept putting wisdom under the
microscope and wisdom being a secondary entity they could not figure out wisdom. It is
like they tried to figure out smoke in order to make smoke with no knowledge of the fire,
let alone how to create the fire. What our ancient sages should have asked is why
society has so few wise people and so many ignorant people. They would have got the
right answer of how to make the society wise. Wise people are a product of emotionally
healthy upbringing and ignorant people are a product of emotionally sick upbringing.
Wisdom is a fragrance of the brain; it is a by-product of the emotional baggage free
brain. Wisdom education is emotional intelligence education through healthy parenting
from birth onwards and for those older; wisdom education is emotional healing through
brain therapy.
If only our current wisdom sages would not try to create the smoke without the fire and
wake up to creating the fire in order to create the smoke!
The Historical Wrong that Our Sages of Philosophy Committed on Misdefining Wisdom
Can be Highlighted and Corrective Action Taken!

Thanks to the latest advances in the mind sciences we can now create a wise society.
By just making the brain free of the emotional baggage we can create emotionally super
healthy brains on a massive scale.
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